
Transport for NSW’s COVIDSafe Travel Choices Program is available to help support your employees as you start to 
return to your offices in a COVID safe way.

2021 presents an opportunity to reset and leverage the ‘fresh start effect’ to establish and sustain new ways of working and travel habits with 
a focus on flexibility and choice.
Employers are reporting that their key focus is planning a safe return to the workplace for their employees while holding onto some of the 
wins gained throughout the COVID-19 pandemic.
This section includes the latest travel advice and resources, travel and working trends, workplace initiatives and case studies to help inform 
your decision making and workforce planning as you prepare for a workplace return.

 Key messages
The COVIDSafe Transport Plan supports customers to remain COVID safe while using the public transport network. Our Key messages have 
been designed to help guide your employees’ travel choices which include, resetting and re-establishing new ways of working and travelling, 
continuing to work flexibly if you can and how to travel for work on the days you plan to head into the office. For those catching public 
transport, this means checking the capacity on your service, finding the green dots, wearing a face mask and travelling outside of peak times. 
Walking and bike riding for shorter trips or mixing public and active transport are other great ways to travel for work. Above all, to keep 
everyone COVID safe, it’s essential for everyone to stay home if they’re not well and get tested.

 Our key messages for employers are to:
    Explore and share Transport for NSW COVIDSafe Travel Choices Key Messages for Employees
  Consider how the changes you have made now can benefit your business in the future
    Review your existing policies and procedures, especially regarding working from home and flexible working
    Support and promote the key messages for your employees through a Travel Action Plan

 Keep up-to-date with Australian and NSW Government advice regarding COVID safe workplaces, transport and travel.

2 Return to the 
workplace

https://www.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/covidsafebenefits
https://www.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/covidsafetoolkit
https://www.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/FlexibleWorking
http://data.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/Travel+Choices/Travel+Action+Plan+2.pdf
https://www.nsw.gov.au/covid-19/latest-news-and-updates


Our key messages for employees are:

Stay at home if you are unwell 
and get tested

Check the capacity 
of your service

Consider working flexibly 
if you can

Reset and re-establish new 
ways of working and travelling

Try travelling outside 
of peak times

Walk or ride a bike for 
shorter trips

 Keep up-to-date with NSW Government COVID-19 news and travel advice.

Wear a mask and follow the 
physical distancing guidelines 

on public transport 

https://www.health.nsw.gov.au/Infectious/covid-19/Pages/case-definition.aspx#increase
https://gethealthyatwork.com.au/resources
https://clicktime.symantec.com/37JhbdXmF4KgJS2uwT8f35M7Vc?u=https%3A%2F%2Fnsw.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3Da0c94ca0d536fcee7168692e7%26id%3Ddc20c9c5eb%26e%3D4220ec36cc
https://www.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/flexibleworkingemployees
https://www.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/flexibleworkingemployees
https://www.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/travelchoices/tdm
https://www.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/travelchoices/tdm
https://www.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/travelchoices/resources
https://www.nsw.gov.au/covid-19/latest-news-and-updates
https://www.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/covidguidelines
https://www.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/covidguidelines


There’s a definite 
recognition that we are 
never going back to where 
we were before, if it allows 
us to retain our best staff, 
we are flexible on location 
and ways of working.
Government employer



 Transition Toolkit

Our Transition Toolkit comprises of a suite of resources to help you plan your transition back into the workplace.

How to get started:

   Our Transition Toolkit guide explains how to use the various tools below, their purpose and how they could work for your business.
   Our Travel Action Plan will help your business plan and develop initiatives to support your transition to your New Normal.
   Use the Travel Policies/Procedures Checklist to review and update your policies and procedures and introduce new ones.
  Our Travel Survey will help you conduct an employee travel survey, to help your business understand how the workforce is currently 

travelling and how they want to travel in the future. See the Transition Toolkit guide for format options.
   We have communications resources to help share messages with your employees, visitors, customers, suppliers and/or tenants.
   You can also try using our Travel Access Guide to prepare your own guide that provides anyone who accesses your workplace with 

current information about how to travel there and your end of trip facilities.

 Click to view detailed information and resources about travel planning.

http://data.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/Travel+Choices/Transition+Toolkit+Guide+2.pdf
http://data.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/Travel+Choices/Travel+Action+Plan+2.pdf
http://data.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/Travel+Choices/Large+Business+Checklist.pdf
http://data.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/Travel+Choices/Resources/COVIDSafe-TravelChoicesTravelSurveyTemplate_June2020.pdf
http://data.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/Travel+Choices/Transition+Toolkit+Guide+2.pdf
https://www.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/travelchoices/resources
http://data.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/Travel+Choices/Travel%2BAccess%2BGuide_How%2Bto%2BGuide+(1).pptx
http://data.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/Travel+Choices/Transition+Toolkit+Guide+2.pdf


Data insights on 
travel and 
working trends

The way we work and travel 
has changed significantly 
this year, a collection of 
key data pieces indicate 
this shift and show telling 
findings to what the future 
of workplaces will look like 
and the subsequent travel 
and working patterns.



Total vehicular observations from SCATS data

Private vehicles (cars)

   Private vehicle use rapidly rebounded following the initial lockdown period and is now 
tracking at about the same level of use as it was in 2019.

Public transport usage in line with lockdown periods from March and a gradual increase 
from May. Public transport trips still fifty percent under 2019 figures.

Journeys across the network 
show a drastic drop during 
lockdown periods with a 
gradual increase from May 
2020. Private vehicle use 
rapidly rebounded while public 
transport shows a gradual 
increase in uptake.

Total public transport patronage (Greater Sydney)

Travel 
trends
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Key travel insights:

   4.9 per cent increase in Train trips from October to November 2020
  10.4 per cent increase in Metro trips from October to November 2020
  5.3 per cent increase in Bus trips from October to November 2020
  8.9 per cent increase in Light Rail trips from October to November 2020

 97.02 per cent of services on the NSW network have adhered to physical distancing   
 guidelines since 1 July 2020

In the CBD:

  Peak hour travel is lower on Mondays and Fridays than other weekdays. 
  Peak hours are 8-9am and 5-6pm. It’s generally half as busy between 7-8am and 

9-10am, than 8-9am. 
 Total journeys arriving into Sydney CBD show a drastic drop from March and a steady  

 increase from May – in line with the lockdown periods.
 Late afternoon/early evening travel is higher on Fridays – indicating people are     
 coming back to the CBD on Friday nights. 

Public 
transport

Across the public transport 
network we are carrying 
around 1.1 million people a day, 
down from around 2.4 million 
trips pre-COVID, representing 
a major reduction in use of our 
public transport network.



   More than 15,000 weekly trips are currently being taken on Sydney’s pop-up cycleways. 
Pop-up cycleways connect with Sydney’s existing bike network and providing more 
connections to Sydney’s CBD. 

  On the individual pop-up cycleways, usage increase ranges from 25% to 240% since the 
week of opening.

  A recent report issued by the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment in 
October shows that many people’s mobility patterns have changed, for example 56% of 
people spent more time outside, 59% more people walked more and 27% more people 
cycled, than pre-COVID.

COVID changed the way respondents more around

27%

People cycled more

59%

People walked more

Source: Department of Planning, Industry and Environment

Walking and 
bike riding

Active transport uptake 
increased significantly during 
the COVID-19 pandemic across 
Sydney as more people took 
to walking and bike riding to 
move around. 

A recent survey by Bicycle 
Industries Australia found 
between January to June 
2020 bike sales were more 
than double the same period 
the year before. E-bikes sales 
had more than tripled and bike 
servicing was up by 12%.

https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/325669/Public-Spaces-Streets-as-Shared-Spaces-Enggement-Report.pdf
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/325669/Public-Spaces-Streets-as-Shared-Spaces-Enggement-Report.pdf


Transport for NSW and the NSW Government are closely monitoring 
transport, workplace, economic and societal changes that have catlysed 
during COVID-19, to try and understand the medium to longer term 
implications going forward. The research shows that many employers are 
looking to adopt a ‘hybrid model’ of working remotely and in the office 
moving forward, with significant implications for travel demand. Transport 
for NSW will continue to conduct research and analysis into these trends 
and share them with the business community. 

 Remote Working Insights Report
The NSW Innovation and Productivity Council recently released its NSW Remote 
Working Insights report unpacking the lessons of widespread 
remote working and sets out how work might look in the future.

The report found that time and cost savings, and increased productivity and flexibility are 
just some of the benefits that could be realised by NSW workers and businesses as the 
way we work changes in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. The report surveyed 1,500  
remote workers to find out about their experience of remote work during COVID-19, and 
how they want to work in the future.

Key findings include: 

  Half of the workforce can work remotely for at least two days a week, where only a small fraction did so previously.
  By working remotely, NSW workers save an average of 1 hour and 17 minutes per day by not commuting. 

Two days per week of remote work equates to over three extra weeks of annual leave, and about $860 in saved travel costs per year.
  Most who could work remotely reported higher productivity, but some work is not ‘remoteable’ (56 per cent), and collaboration and 

social isolation are key challenges for remote workers.
  NSW workers who can, want a balance with two to three days of remote work per week.
   A ‘hybrid model’ could combine the best aspects of remote work with the benefits of offices for collaboration, team-building, 

and non-remoteable tasks.

 Key ways of working insights

  Check out the video or download the full 
report here.

https://clicktime.symantec.com/38iRW1N9UU1Q8XeLvEqoqXY7Vc?u=https%3A%2F%2Fnsw.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3Da0c94ca0d536fcee7168692e7%26id%3Df6d4ea820a%26e%3Db765409ba0
https://clicktime.symantec.com/3EVGctFFpxXHuV33Gva1ttS7Vc?u=https%3A%2F%2Fnsw.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3Da0c94ca0d536fcee7168692e7%26id%3Dd66846f4e1%26e%3Db765409ba0
https://clicktime.symantec.com/3EVGctFFpxXHuV33Gva1ttS7Vc?u=https%3A%2F%2Fnsw.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3Da0c94ca0d536fcee7168692e7%26id%3Dd66846f4e1%26e%3Db765409ba0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0bdRX7-xlU&feature=youtu.be
https://clicktime.symantec.com/3EVGctFFpxXHuV33Gva1ttS7Vc?u=https%3A%2F%2Fnsw.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3Da0c94ca0d536fcee7168692e7%26id%3Dd66846f4e1%26e%3Db765409ba0
https://clicktime.symantec.com/3EVGctFFpxXHuV33Gva1ttS7Vc?u=https%3A%2F%2Fnsw.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3Da0c94ca0d536fcee7168692e7%26id%3Dd66846f4e1%26e%3Db765409ba0


The aim is to understand the implications for transport networks, travel behaviour and demand 
modelling as we interpret responses from employers and employees to working from home, until we 
reach some equilibrium. Preliminary findings and ideas from the research include that:
  Around two thirds of respondents in Greater Sydney reported their work can be performed from 

home some or all of the time (in ‘Wave 3’ surveys held in September/October 2020).
  78% of workers reported same or increased levels of productivity working from home (in wave 3)
   Employees reported they would like to work from home on average 2.55 days per week (in wave 3)
  The spread of working from home days is fairly even across Monday to Friday.
  3 months after COVID-19 resulted in restrictions in Australia, we saw an annual travel time reduction 

for all commuters in the Greater Sydney Metropolitan Area (GSMA) of $5.58 billion, representing 
a 54% reduction in the Pre-COVID-19 total time costs, much of which we would suggest could be 
associated with reductions in congestion.

  While we are likely to see a recovery of office workers back to the CBD on any given day, it could 
be at a reduced level, which will support reduced road traffic congestion while also resulting in 
more manageable crowding on public transport, compared to pre-COVID-19 levels.

  Local suburbanisation can take on a new and appealing meaning which opens up opportunities 
for revitalisation of suburbia. These locational adjustments of working from home align well with 
promoting the 20 or 30 minute city.

  Working from local shared satellite offices or business hubs may help to reduce the burden on 
working from home while avoiding the need for the stressful commutes and loss of flexibility in 
working hours.

This research is funded by iMOVE CRC and supported by the Cooperative Research Centres program, 
an Australian Government initiative. It includes partners the Institute of Transport and Logistics Studies 
(ITLS) in the University of Sydney Business School, Transport for Main Roads, Queensland, the WA 
Department of Transport and Transport for NSW.

*  Note on cost savings: The NSW Report Working 
Insights report establishes an estimated cost saving of 
$860 per annum for a public transport customer. This 
estimate is based on working two days remotely per 
week and standard Opal fares. The figure is intended 
to be indicative of the out-of-pocket savings from not 
having to pay for travel to work by public transport. It 
does not include a value for travel time savings.

 
*  The iMOVE CRC report (Wave 2, October 2020) 

establishes both an estimated travel time saving and 
out of pocket cost saving. These estimates are based 
on an annual estimated average of 43.2 hours of 
commuting time ‘saved’ per commuter by working 
from home two days per week. Travel time savings 
and out of pocket costs are attributed via a number 
of associated demand and pricing attributions across 
multiple modes. This method results in a projected 
cost saving of $957 per commuter per annum for 
time costs and $329 per commuter per annum for 
out of pocket travel costs. It should be noted that all 
calculations are based on ‘wave 2 survey results’, and 
multiple assumptions. In addition, actual savings will 
vary for each individual. The study will be completed 
in February 2022 with final estimates. For further 
information please contact Transport for NSW at 
travelchoices@transport.nsw.gov.au

Learning from COVID-19: Working from Home and Implications for Revising 
Metropolitan Strategic Transport Models (iMOVE CRC):  ITLS (University of Sydney)
This research partnership evaluates the varying impacts of current and new working from home practices across 
Australia and enables benchmarking for Transport for NSW to improve its strategic transport models, to better account 
for working from home impacts.



Attitudes towards new ways of working and travelling from respondents in 
the Greater Sydney Metropolitan Area 

Working from home has been 
a positive experience

Would like flexible work hours in the future

Would like to working from home 
in the future

Would commute at less busy times if possible

Working from Home and 
Implications for Revising 
Metropolitan Strategic 
Transport Models (iMOVE 
CRC): ITLS (University of 
Sydney)

Somewhat disagree NeitherDisagree Strongly agree Agree Somewhate AgreeStrongly disagree

This research is funded by 
iMOVE CRC and supported 
by the Cooperative Research 
Centres program, an Australian 
Government initiative. 
It includes partners the 
Institute of Transport and 
Logistics Studies (ITLS) in the 
University of Sydney Business 
School, Transport for Main 
Roads, Queensland, the WA 
Department of Transport and 
Transport for NSW.



Sydney businesses share 
how they have embraced 
new ways of working and 
their plans to embed these 
changes to create lasting 
effects in the long term.



OPTUS
In states where restrictions have eased, Optus has begun 
bringing teams back together and returning to their 
fantastic workplace.

Optus undertook a COVID-19 work and travel survey in 
May, which showed that social and team collaboration 
elements were high on the list of things their people 
missed when working from home. In response to this, 
Optus has undertook a number of initiatives to support 
a safe and sustainable return to the workplace for 
their employees. They ran engagement activities and 
competitions to celebrate Biketober and Ride2Work day. 
To further support active travel options for staff, Optus 
has invested in new end of trip facilities at their Sydney 
campus which features over 450 lockers across their 
male, female and all gender change rooms, showers, 
secure bike storage, hair styling tools, e-bike chargers 
and separated bike entry points away from vehicles.

Optus Express buses continue to run from Epping and 
Wynyard. Optus continually reviews the bus loading 
data to ensure they maintain government capacity 
and physical distancing guidelines. Optus employees 
consider the buses to be a safe and convenient way to 
travel. They also offered free Optus shuttle buses and 
free parking at their Sydney campus and for essential 
site bound employees in other States

Moving forward, Optus still sees a place for physical 
workspaces but with revised purposes and more 
collaboration spaces for when teams come together. The 
return to the workplace has been a great opportunity 
for teams to reconnect in person and enjoy the exciting 
benefits of social engagement and collaboration to 
deliver better outcomes for their customers. Optus 
continues to support its people through flexible working 
practices. Leveraging off the Shift the peak campaign 
used during the Epping to Chatswood rail closure, Optus 
are encouraging staff to consider splitting their day 
between home and office to commute outside the peak 
periods.

Ernst & Young
The nature of professional services means that for EY, 
a combination of remote, office and on-site work was 
the norm well before COVID hit. The technology and 
infrastructure were in place, enabling EY to move its full 
9000+ staff to remote working seamlessly and virtually 
overnight.

Many EY people relished the flexibility remote working 
gave them, and EY’s productivity in some areas actually 
increased during the several months away from the office. 
EY worked closely with clients to ensure communications 
were maintained and to support them as they tackled the 
disruption COVID wreaked on all of us.

EY’s response throughout the COVID pandemic has 
always been to place the health and well-being of its 
people first. Part of this response was the expansion of its 
Oceania Wellbeing Offering Program with myWellbeing, 
a virtual central hub for staff offering health assessments 
and resources, daily habit tips, invitations to wellbeing 
events and digital challenges.  

With the gradual easing of restrictions across the states, 
staff are also gradually returning to EY offices. For some, 
their productivity and mental health is enhanced through 
in person collaboration and face to face interaction with 
their teams and leaders. For others, remote working really 
suits their way of working, especially without a commute. 
EY has always had a hybrid model and this will continue 
going forward. The firm’s focus now is to seize the 
opportunities and benefits that have emerged through 
this unprecedented year, acknowledging that they don’t 
have all the answers and that 2021 will continue to bring 
many questions. The focus will be engaging with their 
people and their clients around their vision for the future.  

For EY, the COVID pandemic demonstrated that a great 
set of embedded values and a human centred response 
are keys to succeeding during periods of uncertainty. The 
value of personal connection cannot be overestimated, 
and regular authentic and empathetic communications 
are critical to managing any crisis. EY’s people are taking 
these learnings and embedding them every day to 
continue to Build a Better Working World.

AECOM
For professional services firm AECOM, COVID-19 created 
an unexpected opportunity to press the ‘fast forward’ 
button on planning for a workplace of the future.

Most of the Sydney workforce has enjoyed the flexibility 
that has come from enforced working-from-home 
arrangements, with the team demonstrating continued 
efficient and effective project delivery. COVID-19 has 
shown a new way of working is possible.

In a preliminary study carried out during April and May 
2020, staff indicated a desire to continue working from 
home an average 2.5 days per week post-pandemic.

Team members were frank about the challenges 
and opportunities associated with remote working, 
with the initial study highlighting the need for further 
investigation. And so, the Fast Forward to the Future 
initiative was born.

AECOM has now created a 4-step roadmap to 
the workplace of the future. These steps focus on 
modernising the way staff work, maintaining industry 
leadership in the provision of flexible workplace options, 
developing an industry-leading capability in digital 
project delivery, and continuing to develop ‘next-gen’ 
ways of working.

AECOM’s vision is for flexible working to be embedded 
in its culture and aligned with its strategy. Clients’ needs 
remain the priority: AECOM is determined to co-create 
a flexible and efficient client experience anchored by 
technology and new ways of working.

The office environment is not a thing of the past, but 
its purpose is changing. The office of the future is one 
that will bring AECOM’s people and its clients together, 
strengthening cultural connection, enhancing learning, 
and building relationships. This initiative is also enabling 
AECOM’s people to make more informed choices about 
how and when they commute, with active transport 
being heavily championed.

Ultimately, AECOM is creating a future that places 
the wellbeing and health of its people top-of-mind, 
one that fosters an office environment that promotes 
engagement, innovation, and productivity. Find the full case studies here.

https://www.mysydney.nsw.gov.au//casestudy


My bike paid for itself in 
the first three months with 
the total cost of purchasing 
and setting up my bike 
around $400 and upkeep 
expected to be around 
$15 per month. A cheaper 
option compared to other 
travel options for getting to 
work.

Evangelos Krokos, 
bike commuter from 
Redfern to Sydney CBD



Bike commuter from Sydney’s Inner West to the CBD, 
Tanya Grabowski

Tanja takes you on a virtual journey of her new commute to work 
by bike from Sydney’s Inner West to the CBD and shares how she 
embarked on her new active commute in response to COVID-19, 
the challenges she faced and overcome when starting out and the 
benefits she’s gained four months on.

Public transport commuter from the Central Coast to Macquarie 
Park, Megan McClaren from Optus HR

I prefer to catch the train over driving as its quicker, and it also gives 
me time to catch up on emails, refresh my French and sometimes 
even watch Netflix before getting to work. On my train most people 
wear masks and we are all loving the distancing as our bags have a 
seat. When busy, people will walk through looking for a spare seat, 
I am pretty lucky I have never not found a socially distanced seat, 
and I always wear a mask. I use Tripview to check capacity on my 
service and feel comfortable using public transport for my 90 minute 
commute.

 Commuter profiles

Commuters from across Sydney share their commuting experiences during COVID-19 and how they have adapted 
to new, more sustainable ways of commuting to work. Promote these commuting profiles within your workplace to 
encourage the use of public transport and active transport.

 View more commuter profiles from across Sydney

https://www.mysydney.nsw.gov.au//casestudy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCbnieYBBAY&feature=youtu.be


 Healthy initiatives for your workplace
Employee health and mental wellbeing is a key focus area for employers now more than ever. Whether you’re 
supporting employees in the office, remotely or a combination of both, find some practical and easy to implement 
initiatives and ideas below to support a healthy workplace.

 Supporting walking and bike riding commutes
With more people taking to walking and riding a bike to work, explore some useful information to some support these transport choices 
within your workplace.
Transport for NSW has been working with local councils to make it easier and safer to bike ride during the COVID-19 pandemic, offering 
commuters more active transport options.
Pop-up cycleways have been added to Sydney’s existing bike network at locations across the city such as Pyrmont Bridge Road Glebe/
Pyrmont, Moore Park Road Moore Park, Dunning Avenue Rosebery, Pitt Street CBD, Henderson Road and Sydney Park Road Erskineville.
More than 15,000 weekly trips are currently being taken on Sydney’s pop-up cycleways

 Check this out at transport.info to find out more 

Courses to build bike riding skills and confidence 
Whether your employees are new to bike riding and looking to learn new skills, or upskilling themselves and building on their confidence, bike 
riding courses are a great way to begin. Check with your local council on the type of courses available, or look at engaging a bike training 
provider for some workplace training sessions. Details on common workplace bike courses available and steps to get started below:

Guided rides
If you are looking for a low-intensity activity to get your staff together as they return to the office, regularly scheduled guided rides can help 
your teams reconnect and rediscover the city.
A guided ride is usually planned and run by an instructor that knows how to deal with groups of riders, has an awareness of safe bike riding 
infrastructure and can craft an experience that is enjoyable for people at all skill levels.
Guided rides typically last around an hour and show people how to get around by bike near your place of work. This experience might also 
come in handy when your staff need to undertake short trips as part of their work, and they are looking for options beyond public transport 
or driving.
These rides are a great opportunity to explore cafes, art installations or other points of interest along the way, which can be used as triggers 
to encourage people to participate. The most successful guided rides generally focus on a theme or points of interest, rather than simply 
highlighting that a bike ride is involved.

 DIY steps to set up guided rides in your workplace

 View the City of Sydney Guided Rides and workplace courses

https://transportnsw.info/news/2020/sydneys-new-pop-up-cycleways-help-you-ride-to-work
https://www.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-12/Steps%20to%20set%20up%20workplace%20guided%20rides%20_.pdf
https://whatson.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/programs/cycling-courses


Workplace bike riding courses
Courses generally run with small groups of eight people, and take around three hours. Provided there is a suitable location on site, the training 
session can start and finish at your office or work location so that your employees can see how to get to and from work.

As well as learning bike handling skills, your employees will discover the network of cycleways, bike friendly streets and shared paths. 

Courses can also be run with electric bikes to help people understand the differences between a standard bike and an electric bike, and the 
benefits of an electric motor.

 DIY steps to set up a workplace cycling course

 View the City of Sydney Guided Rides and workplace courses

End of trip facilities:
End of Trip facilities as essential to supporting the growing number of people who are choosing to walk or ride a bike to work. As more 
employees return to their workplaces, there may be some reservations about the hygiene of these areas, or uncertainty about how to use 
and manage the facilities safely. Our End of Trip Facilities Guidance includes Safe Work Australia’s advice and other practical tips to manage 
these areas safely and effectively.

 Check out how property and commercial managers across Sydney are supporting active commutes within their buildings 

Communicating is key
Supporting your employees who are choosing to walk or ride a bike to work requires planning and preparing ahead. So it’s important to 
communicate the facilities and initiatives available within the workplace so that users are aware and know what to expect before they leave 
home. 

 Find some ideas to integrate into your communication initiatives using Behavioural insights tools and our key travel messages
Promoting bike commuting profiles is a great way to encourage bike riding uptake. Recognise bike riders within your business or choose from 
a range of bike commuting champions from across Sydney and share their experiences, local knowledge, tips, and advice on getting started, 
how they approach their commutes and the benefits they experience within your communications.

https://www.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-12/Steps%20to%20set%20up%20a%20workplace%20cycling%20course.pdf
https://whatson.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/programs/cycling-courses
http://data.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/Travel+Choices/EOT+Guidance.pdf
https://www.mysydney.nsw.gov.au//casestudy
http://data.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/Travel+Choices/Employers+Guide+BIU+2.pdf


Case study: Workplace bike riding course – UTS

To support their employees travel to work, the University of Technology Sydney recently took part in workplace bike 
riding courses ran by the City of Sydney. Aimed at providing more travel options for staff to get to work in a safe and 
sustainable way, and to help reduce pressure off the transport network, the wellbeing and sustainability teams at UTS 
kicked off this joint initiative. Originally planned for a one day course, word got out and interest spiked, so another two 
courses were delivered.

The courses included a mix of theory and practical lessons where employees could 
put their new founded knowledge into practice. Navigating busy intersections, bike 
handling skills and getting familiar with the bikes and are just some of the aspects 
covered in the courses. 

Seb Crawford, Sustainability Engagement Manager, spoke to key benefits and 
learnings the courses provided.

“Not only were the courses fun and informative, but we found that including the 
electric bikes as part of the courses really gave our employees a sense of attainability 
in riding a bike. They were able to visualise themselves riding with a greater scope 
than previously imagined on a regular bike and removed the limitations typically 
perceived with bike riding that you need to be physically fit to ride”.

“All three courses went tremendously well. Li and Jules who deliver the courses are 
fantastic – very knowledge, good at explaining stuff, and a great knack for putting 
people at ease”.

Three courses were ran and positively received by their employees, here’s 
what they had to say:

“ I was just expecting a guided ride, but this was great – a real instruction lesson!”
“It was fantastic, it exceeded my expectations”.
“I learned heaps, it was really good”



 Get Healthy at Work

Get Healthy at Work Copy for Transport for NSW’s Summer Workplace Support e-Booklet

Get Healthy at Work is a NSW Health initiative that aims to improve the health and 
wellbeing of working adults. 

Get Healthy at Work offers support to workplaces through free, online Healthy Lifestyle Checks and 
support for the development of workplace health programs across six priority health areas:
 Mental Wellbeing
 Physical Activity
 Active Travel
 Healthy Eating
 Alcohol Consumption
 Quitting Smoking

With everything that has happened this year, and now that summer has arrived, many workers and 
workplaces are placing greater emphasis on active travel, physical activity and mental wellbeing. 
If your workplace is looking to develop a workplace health program to focus on these or other 
priority health areas, register to Get Healthy at Work today to receive all the Get Healthy at Work 
resources, tools and support you need. 

If your workplace supports staff working remotely, check out the work from home resource suite 
developed by Get Healthy at Work to support your remote workers:

 10 Tips to Work Well From Home
 Being Healthy While Working From Home
 Healthy Eating While Working From Home
 Alcohol Consumption While Working From Home – Workers
 Alcohol Consumption While Working From Home – Employers
 Quitting Smoking While Working From Home 

Working remotely can have many benefits for you and 
your business. It can help to improve work-life balance and 
productivity and it can reduce some of the overhead costs for 
your workplace. 

To work well from home you will need to be disciplined  
and have good strategies and plans in place to keep  
you productive. You also need to have clear boundaries 
between your work life and your personal life.

Here are 10 tips to help you work 
well from home:

1  Have a schedule 
Establish real work hours and stick to them.

2  Schedule in breaks 
Consider your periods of high productivity and schedule 
in breaks accordingly. Make sure you stand up and 
stretch throughout your work day.

3  Have a routine that works for you 
For some workers this is a morning coffee; for others it is 
reading the news, meditating or exercising before work.

4  Dress for work 
You might not need to wear dress shoes, but wearing 
pyjamas can have negative impacts on your productivity.

5  Have a dedicated office space 
Create a comfortable space away from distractions and 
consider adding personal items like indoor plants or 
photos of friends and family.

There are some simple steps you can take 
to make working from home a success.

FROM HOME 

10 TIPS TO 
Work Well

It is important that your work environment 
supports a healthy lifestyle, regardless of 
whether you work in an office, outdoors,  
on the road or at home.

Good health and job satisfaction are very 
important. When you are healthy you feel better, 
have more energy, and are more likely to be 
satisfied with your job. 

Healthy lifestyle choices also reduce your risk of 
many diseases including type 2 diabetes, heart 
disease and mental ill-health. 

If you would like to know more about your risk of 
type 2 diabetes, heart disease and mental ill-health, 
plus receive advice on some simple changes you 
can make to improve your health, complete Get 
Healthy at Work’s online Healthy Lifestyle Check. 
https://gethealthyatwork.com.au/healthy-
lifestyle-check-intro

The Healthy Lifestyle Check also provides referrals 
to free support services to address the risk of 
certain lifestyle diseases.

BEINGHealthy
WHILE WORKING 
FROM HOME 

Working from home can be a blessing and a curse 
when it comes to healthy eating.

Working from home allows you to cook fresh, healthy 
lunch meals each day; however, it can also pose a couple 
of challenges. 

Firstly, if you usually grab lunch from the café near the 
office, then preparing your own healthy snacks and meals 
when working from home may seem daunting. 

Secondly, when you work from home you have unlimited 
access to your kitchen (and all the snacks in your pantry)! 
The temptation can be too great and you might find 
yourself snacking throughout your work day. 

This factsheet will help you to navigate healthy food prep 
for your work from home day, and includes tips and tricks 
to avoid excess snacking!

WHILE WORKING 
FROM HOME 

Healthy Eating

Preparing a delicious and healthy lunch 
or snack is easy when working from 
home (even if you haven’t cooked before)!

Do you drink more alcohol 
when working from home? 

• Have a schedule: Establish set working hours  
and stick to these. This will help you establish  
clear non-drinking hours. 

• Be aware of your workplace policy: Remember 
that your workplace is likely to have a no-alcohol 
policy and there is likely to be consequences if  
you are caught drinking or intoxicated on the job. 

• Stay active: Go for a walk or find another form  
of physical activity that you enjoy. This can keep  
you motivated during your work from home day. 

• Stay connected: Maintaining a social connection 
to your work colleagues, especially when working 
from home for extended periods of time, can 
promote good mental wellbeing and reduce 
your risk of falling into unhealthy habits such as 
excessive drinking. 

• Set limits and stick to them: When you are going 
to drink alcohol, decide how many drinks you 
plan to have beforehand and stick to this. Avoid 
drinking more just because it’s there in your fridge!

• Know your pour: A standard drink has 10g of 
alcohol in it. As most glasses can hold a lot more 
than one standard drink, it can be very easy to 
pour a lot more than one standard drink into a 
glass. For more information visit NSW Health’s 
online Standard Drink Calculator, yourroom.
health.nsw.gov.au/games-and-tools/Pages/
standard-drink-calculator.aspx

TIPS TO REDUCE YOUR
WHILE WORKING
FROM HOME

Alcohol Consumption

WHILE WORKING 
FROM HOME 

Ensure your organisation has 
clear policies and procedures 
in place when it comes to 
alcohol consumption.

Improving your workplace alcohol culture is not limited 
to your physical worksite. Promoting responsible 
consumption of alcohol to workers who are working 
remotely is just as important.

Why address alcohol when working 
from home?
Addressing alcohol culture is everyone’s responsibility.  
In NSW 31% of adults drink at levels harmful to their 
long-term health1. Organisations can play an important 
role in supporting workers, both onsite and working 
remotely, to reduce their alcohol consumption.

The Role of the Workplace
While many organisations do not provide alcohol during 
a typical work day, it is important that everyone takes 
responsibility for changing the culture of alcohol in 
Australia. Organisations can play an important role in 
supporting workers, both onsite and working remotely, 
to reduce their alcohol consumption.

Approximately 90% of Australians who work also drink 
alcohol2. The culture of many workplaces in Australia is 
impacted by alcohol. Alcohol culture is a part of many 
workplace social functions which can extend to staff 
working from home e.g. virtual drinks.

Many Australians drink alcohol to deal with work-
related issues including stress. People working from 
home on a regular, long term basis may experience 
social isolation. In some cases this may influence a 
person’s alcohol consumption levels. Organisations  
can play an important role in supporting workers to 
reduce their current levels of drinking.

Consumption
Alcohol

Within the first week of quitting, excess carbon 
monoxide is out of your blood, most nicotine is out of 
your body and your sense of taste and smell improves. 
Over a longer period, your lung function and blood 
flow will improve and your risk of serious health 
conditions like stroke, lung cancer and heart disease 
will drop significantly.

Smoking harms almost every organ in your body.  
It is a leading cause of death and illness. In 2017-18, 
smoking resulted in around 6,850 deaths and 60,250 
hospitalisations in NSW. Smoking is a major risk factor 
for many diseases and health conditions including 
heart disease, stroke, peripheral vascular disease, and 
many cancers. In fact, one in every two smokers will 
die early as a result of smoking related conditions.1 
When you quit smoking, you reduce the risk of these 
life threatening conditions.

Quitting is hard. Different methods may work for 
some but not others. Now is a great time to plan your 
quit journey. Free services including the Quitline are 
available to help. For more information on quitting 
and the services available head to page 3 of this 
factsheet.

For some people the ‘cutting down to quit’ method 
may be the best option. It involves reducing the 
amount you smoke as you move towards a quit date. 
It’s a bit like taking the slow lane – you’ll still reach your 
destination, but the journey might seem a little easier.

Cutting down to quit may feel right for you if you know 
you want to quit smoking, but you’re not ready to stop 
completely right now. By cutting down, you’re at least 
doing something as you move towards a quit date.

¹ Benefits of Quitting Smoking – Centre for Population Health. 
Accessed 17 February 2020. https://www.health.nsw.gov.au/ 
tobacco/Pages/benefits-of-quitting. aspx

WHILE WORKING 
FROM HOME 

Quitting Smoking

Quitting smoking is one of 
the best things you can do 
for your health. 

https://www.gethealthyatwork.com.au/workplace-assessment-intro
https://www.gethealthyatwork.com.au
https://www.gethealthyatwork.com.au/resources
https://www.gethealthyatwork.com.au/resources
https://www.dropbox.com/home/COVIDSafe%20Communication%20Resources/GET%20HEALTHY%20AT%20WORK
https://www.dropbox.com/home/COVIDSafe%20Communication%20Resources/GET%20HEALTHY%20AT%20WORK
https://www.dropbox.com/home/COVIDSafe%20Communication%20Resources/GET%20HEALTHY%20AT%20WORK
https://www.dropbox.com/home/COVIDSafe%20Communication%20Resources/GET%20HEALTHY%20AT%20WORK
https://www.dropbox.com/home/COVIDSafe%20Communication%20Resources/GET%20HEALTHY%20AT%20WORK
https://www.dropbox.com/home/COVIDSafe%20Communication%20Resources/GET%20HEALTHY%20AT%20WORK
https://www.gethealthyatwork.com.au/
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6kuu39mpompaswp/AAC9DQXZUVvsgXYb29Kn-MWla?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6kuu39mpompaswp/AAC9DQXZUVvsgXYb29Kn-MWla?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6kuu39mpompaswp/AAC9DQXZUVvsgXYb29Kn-MWla?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6kuu39mpompaswp/AAC9DQXZUVvsgXYb29Kn-MWla?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6kuu39mpompaswp/AAC9DQXZUVvsgXYb29Kn-MWla?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6kuu39mpompaswp/AAC9DQXZUVvsgXYb29Kn-MWla?dl=0


 The Travel Choices team can support your workplace

1

2

3

4

5What policies/projects/
communications and resources 
do you have in development or 

in future plans that we could 
help you with in COVID

We are available to provide 
your organisation with 
one-to-one support e.g 
travel planning, travel 

surveys etc.

Let us know what your 
current/future strategic 
priorities are and we can 

provide guidance on 
interventions

How can we help you 
utilise your communication 

channels to help drive 
behaviour change?

Share your employee, 
student, health data with 

us to help inform our 
planning!

Transport for NSW’s COVIDSafe Travel Choices Program is available to help support your employees as you start to 
return to your workplace in a COVID safe way.

For more information contact the Travel Choices team at travelchoices@transport.nsw.gov.au
and visit our website for resources to support your transition back to the workplace.

mailto:travelchoices%40transport.nsw.gov.au?subject=Travel%20Choices
https://www.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/covidsafetravelchoices


Employee health and 
mental and physical 
wellbeing is directly 
influenced by mobility 
to, within and from work. 
It can have mental and 
physical health benefits 
– including reduced 
employee absenteeism, 
presenteeism, turnover and 
stress related injuries.
Private employer


